SCRUM MASTER
Magyar Telekom Nyrt.
Referenciaszám:
Ország:
Település:
Régió:
Munka jellege:
Munkakör szintje:
Szükséges nyelvtudás:
Szükséges tapasztalat:

98815
Magyarország
Budapest
Budapest
Teljes munkaidő - Határozatlan idejű
Diplomás
angol
1-3 év

Feladatok
<br> SCRUM MASTER <br> E stablished businesses around the world and across a range of
sectors are striving to emulate the speed, dynamism, and customer centricity of digital players.
To save the market leading position Magyar Telekom wants to get in the game and starts to
spread the agile mindset within the organization. <br>For changing our way of working and
generalizing agile thinking in the company we’re looking for experts who are experienced in
scrum / agile methodologies. As a Scrum Master you will be responsible for spreading agile
mindset and methodology through coaching, implementing and improving processes and
keeping up continuous improvement in the teams. WHAT YOU’LL DO:
Set up and facilitate the scrum and agile ceremonies on team level
Train team members on scrum and agile principles
Work on continuous development and improvement of methods (together with other
members of the agile community) and incorporate them into day-to-day work of the teams
Facilitate development of procedures for sharing knowledge and expertise within the bigger
organizational unit(s)
Identify and eliminate impediments/bottlenecks in team performance and team delivery
Provide insight on the improvement opportunities of team members
Hold 1:1 conversations with team members

Elvárások
<br> <br> SKILLS CRUCIAL TO SUCCESS IN THIS ROLE:
Proven experience in scrum / agile methodology
Excellent communication skills to teach and convey messages in a professional form
Can-do attitude, result driven and openness to learn
Openness to new ideas and desire to develop them together
Strong collaborative problem solver
<br> MUST-HAVES:
2+ years of experience working as a Scrum Master
Demonstrated experience at implementing scrum / agile methodology
Demonstrated experience at building teams and improving team performance
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